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News and Tips
Welcome to our first official Lifetime Tool Newsletter! We hope to highlight some great
distributors and roofers as well as inform and educate.

Since January of this year, Lifetime Tool has watched as more and more roofers realize
the value of our premium roofing components. The Ultimate Pipe Flashing and popular
Ultimate Bath/Dryer Vent continue to grow in popularity thanks to their 50+ year warranty.
Both roofers and homeowners are demanding a better roof flashing for their vent pipes
and we have them. No more leaks for the homeowner and NO MORE CALL BACKS for
the roofer.

Lifetime Tool continues to innovate and grow as we explore a new line of flashing
products for the metal roof industry as well as expand our sales force. With two new
outside sales persons and a new inside sales team member, we expect 2021 to be
another banner year for Lifetime Tool.

Visit our Website

Lifetime Tool Hits Milestone!

This year marks the 10th
Anniversary of Lifetime Tool &
Building Products....it is also the
10th Anniversary of the Ultimate
Pipe Flashing!

Mr. Roger Cline, the Managing
Partner and Principle has been, and
still is, on the cutting edge of roofing
innovation. In 2019, he launched
the Ultimate Bath/Dryer Vent...the
ONLY bath vent rated for over
110MPH for wind
driven rain. Today, he continues to

develop new components to further assist both the homeowner and the roofer with quality
products that last the life of the roof and beyond.

To top that, we continue to offer the only 50+ year warranty that matches today's longer
life roofing single.

https://lifetimetool.com/


Lifetime Tool's Website

Roofer Spotlight - BluDog Roofing
Kim Sammons of BluDog Roofing is one of our newest users of
the Ultimate Pipe Flashing (UPF). Located in Delaware, Kim's
market is no stranger to cast iron vents and she welcomes the
opportunity to use both the UPF in combination with the
EASYSleeve.

"Having learned about the Lifetime Tool's UPF from my
representative Adam Hepner, I couldn't help but be impressed."
Kim understands that with the Ultimate Pipe Flashing, she won't
have any call backs. To learn more, visit her great website!

BluDog Roofing

(Want to be featured? Send us your picture with one of our parts and we will not
only feature you in our next newsletter, but we will send you a FREE Lifetime Tool
T-Shirt!)

Picture of the Month!

Dryer Vent 101
This clogged vent is no laughing matter. The blockage
causes a chain reaction that could lead to death!

With the dryer attempting to run longer and hotter to dry
clothes, the vent collects moisture, compounding the
problem. This may lead to overheating and eventually a
possible fire inside the dryer.

The Ultimate Bath/Dryer Vent allows for "Easy Access
Cleaning" by removing two simple Phillips head screws,
allowing full access for cleaning. Ideal for those multi-
family housing units that require annual inspection.

U.S. Fire Administration

https://lifetimetool.com/
http://www.bludogroofing.com
https://www.usfa.fema.gov/prevention/outreach/clothes_dryers.html

